Despite attempts by some critics of higher education to use tenure as a scapegoat for a plethora of institutional shortcomings, there is no persuasive evidence that tenured faculty aren’t doing their jobs.¹

Nothing in the data on faculty workload and performance, gathered across all types of postsecondary institutions, suggests that faculty with tenure neglect teaching their students, rest on their laurels and no longer produce relevant research or scholarship, promote dangerous ideologies in the classroom or anywhere else, or act as stumbling blocks in decision-making.

For instance, there is no empirical data to be found in the latest National Survey of Postsecondary Faculty (NSOPF-93), conducted by the National Center on Education Statistics, that substantiates the notion of declining faculty productivity among tenured faculty—as measured by the number of hours faculty work per week or the time they allocate to their teaching responsibilities.²

Higher education continues to be characterized by tenured faculty members who direct their professional efforts toward teaching, research, administration, and public service. The evidence shows that most tenured faculty are more productive than ever in this era of tighter resources.

Furthermore, evidence suggests that the organizational conditions associated with an institution’s mission or location, not tenure, are the defining factors affecting how faculty pursue their work.³

The battle over tenure diverts attention from the failure of some postsecondary institutions to clarify their missions, come to terms with their changing student populations, or make the institutional adjustments that are necessary to educate their students and fulfill their mission.⁴

To put it another way: If we
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Tenure is a small reward for years of perseverance against enormous odds to acquire an area of expertise.

Take as our collective goal to make colleges and universities better organizations for all humans to use in reaching their intellectual potential, we should stop blaming tenure and begin to concentrate on the real problems.

Tenure evolved in higher education in concert with the professionalization of faculty. It codifies a permanent, professional relationship between faculty members and their institutional employers, rewarding those who fulfill the terms of their probation.

Tenure must be earned by performance exceptional enough to earn the approval of senior colleagues in an academic department or unit. Once awarded, tenure gives a semblance of security to those faculty who have sacrificed other more lucrative career possibilities to pursue the life of a scholar.

Obviously, tenure, like any privilege or right, can be abused by those who confer it or receive it. But those who berate tenure fail to appreciate the tremendous trade-offs required of anyone who pursues an academic career in a society where financial status is the measure of a person's worth.

The academic career has always been fragile and risky for most of the professorate. Faculty, over the course of many years, invest disproportionate economic, psychological, and other resources to obtain their positions. They do so with little prospect of ever attaining the wealth that flows to professionals in more lucrative fields such as law or medicine—regardless of their effort, merit, or productivity. Tenure is a small reward for a professor who perseveres for many years against enormous practical odds to acquire a particular area of expertise.

Academic careers have an inherent vulnerability, too, since producing knowledge or innovations often entails criticizing or rejecting conventional explanations or beliefs. Faculty have always been dependent on benefactors for support of their work, whether these sponsors are students, legislators, philanthropists, or religious institutions.

Professors have always faced the prospect of dismissal whenever their ideas or studies threaten the established order. In short, the very livelihood of a professor is threatened whenever conflicts or disagreements occur between faculty members and their benefactors.

Tenure protects professors from reprisals from reactionary individuals or groups in society. Before the institutionalization of tenure in academic organizations, faculty careers were vulnerable to popular pressures, administrative whims, political pragmatism, and social...
Tenure became even more important to academic freedom as research became more prevalent in the universities.

Tenure became even more important to academic freedom as research became more prevalent in universities. Many modern discoveries or controversial ideas that have changed our world for the better might not have been possible without tenure. One example: The academic careers of many professors whose sociological research exposed the prejudicial attitudes of racist leaders in the South during the Civil Rights era could not have been sustained without the link between tenure and academic freedom.

Tenure shields the academic profession from jingoistic pressures to compromise the pursuit of truth on the altars of ideological, political, social, and economic expediency. Faculty professionalization and tenure are, as a result, closely intertwined, even at teaching institutions.

Nor is tenure the sinecure critics claim it to be. The tenure process is controlled by the institutions that award it. Tenure does not make faculty immune from market forces or the consequences of malfeasance since it can be revoked under certain conditions involving incompetence, moral turpitude, or retrenchment.

Since the official codification of tenure under the auspices of the American Association of University Professors in 1940, virtually all quality institutions of higher education have recognized its benefits. Indeed, Philo Hutcheson reported in the spring 1996 Thought & Action that the number of faculty with tenure has remained relatively stable for the past two decades.8

Tenure has proved instrumental to the maintainence of faculty culture and morale; it brings cohesiveness to academic organizations. If the trust or privileges tenure confers have been abused in systematic ways at one institution or another, we should look for organizational reasons why this abuse took place, not rush to shift the discourse to the institution of tenure.9

In short, tenure is essential because it fosters stability and productivity in academic organizations. For faculty, tenure serves as the institutional sign of acceptance.

Abuses attributed to tenure often reflect poor recruitment and screening policies in hiring, inadequate professional development, or the absence of mentoring programs. Questionable accountability procedures, poorly designed incen-
Is it reasonable to conclude that all faculty are predisposed to neglect undergraduate teaching?

tive or opportunity structures, and organizational cultures that don't promote excellence also contribute to tenure abuses.

Rather than scapegoat tenure for these abuses, more attention needs to be devoted to making academic institutions into places where faculty can reach their potential in an atmosphere that encourages continuous learning, innovation, and productivity at each career stage.

Those who dismiss the value of tenure do so from nebulous theoretical and methodological premises. They typically advance four principal arguments.

Critics charge that tenured faculty neglect teaching and their students, rest on their laurels and fail to be productive, use tenure as a shield to promote dangerous ideologies, and, finally, resist the changes that would improve higher education.

The underlying perception among critics seems to be that most tenured faculty are arrogant, unreasonable, and defiant. These perceptions are rarely challenged, and, as noted earlier, critics routinely ignore, underestimate, or even distort any positive impact that tenure may make.

The first criticism—that tenured faculty neglect undergraduate teaching—is neither supported by the evidence or conceptually sound. Invariably, this criticism lacks analytical precision or appropriate specificity. It fails to delimit which faculty are involved and where they are located.

 Critics of tenure fail to distinguish between the existence of tenure as an institutionalized practice and the role of tenured professors. It should be obvious—that no simple stereotype can characterize the work performance of all tenured professors.

Secondly, the criticism does not specify how many tenured faculty purportedly conform to this stereotype. Is it reasonable to conclude that all faculty from all cohorts are predisposed to neglect undergraduate teaching? On what basis can such a claim be made?

Valid criticism would identify exactly which tenured faculty in what professional disciplines, academic ranks, or types of institutions are implicated. Lacking these specifics, this criticism ignores the organizational differences that have historically existed between the missions of different types of academic institutions.

A blanket statement imputing guilt obscures our thinking more than it enlightens. Clearly, college and university professors are not subject to the same circumstances in their respective disciplines,
Apparentl, criticizing tenure is good business for pundits in today's media-crazed society.

ranks, and departments. The accusation that tenured faculty neglect undergraduate teaching suffers from the fallacy of an exaggerated comparison.

Those who chide tenured faculty for failing to teach undergraduates effectively neglect to inform us how this situation has come about. What specific organizational stimuli or conditions diluted the instructional performance of tenured faculty members? Which behavioral mechanisms and social processes were involved, under what conditions?

This criticism does not convincingly explain either why or how the possession of tenure triggers inattention to undergraduate education. What ubiquitous transactions could even control the decisions of all possible cadres of professors or mysteriously constrain their predilections to teach?

How could the acquisition of tenure inhibit teaching for someone who has spent a probationary period of seven years in the pursuit of exactly that goal?

The accusation that tenure dilutes undergraduate teaching lacks specificity about the agents, tasks, or conditions that have supposedly caused tenured faculty to neglect undergraduate teaching.

But this should not surprise us. Evidence indicates that critics have long assailed tenure with little more than bogus arguments and specious evidence. Oakley, for example, has shown how attacks on American higher education have been replete with rhetorical distortions of empirical evidence that are devoid of context. Oakley demonstrates that logical flaws are inevitable where polemics against tenure are substituted for dispassionate analysis.  

Building upon Oakley, Metzger concludes that “tenure-bashing” is probably unavoidable, to the extent that mass higher education reflects the influence of popular culture. Scapegoating professors sells newspapers and engenders few reprisals.

Metzger notes several other structural and ideological reasons why the academic professions have been so susceptible to negative stereotyping. Apparently, criticizing tenure is good business for pundits in a media-crazed society.

The idea of faculty neglecting undergraduate teaching is even harder to swallow when we recognize that the historic mission of most faculty—across all types of institutions—has always been undergraduate teaching.

Most of the more than 3,000 institutions of higher education in this nation ascribe undergraduate teaching as their sole endeavor. There is plenty of faculty attention focused on undergraduate teaching.
The academic profession is now and has always been a teaching profession.

among all these schools—and for the vast majority of academic men and women whatever their employment status. Outside of a few select institutions, most tenured faculty cannot possibly ignore undergraduate teaching because their livelihood depends on satisfactory teaching.

Moreover, various studies have shown that—above and beyond external rewards—most faculty are intrinsically motivated to teach. When surveyed, faculty consistently say they would like to devote more of their time to teaching. The academic profession is now and has always been a teaching profession.

Even at research universities, few academic departments can survive for very long without teaching well enough to attract students. Teaching is an undeniable component of faculty identity.

Obviously, there are great variations in what makes up effective teaching since interpretations are a function of individual preferences, institutional constraints, and social contexts.

Perceptions of effective teaching at any particular institution are filtered through the history and norms of each institution. The mission of the institution and the nature of the student body lend themselves to a variety of instructional outcomes.

Professors and students may have convergent or divergent learning styles. Levels of sophistication, classroom composition, and student backgrounds may likewise affect the interpersonal dynamics of learning. The prism of learning has a much wider spectrum of social complications than many critics of tenure acknowledge.

The real issue is how well are faculty being trained by academic organizations and their respective departments to teach undergraduates—or anyone else.

Here, as critics have alleged, there have been problems in graduate schools. But these problems are not caused by tenure! These are organizational problems, involving the practices of professional associations, institutions, and academic labor markets.

If faculty teach poorly in an academic department, the reasons cannot be reduced to tenure. Institutions and departments can make good or bad hiring decisions or offer varying levels of faculty development opportunities. All sorts of individual, group, and organizational factors may be involved.

Tenure is not and was not designed to be a safeguard for poor departmental judgment.

Moreover, tenure has no bearing on whether organizational leaders have provided sufficient
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resources and faculty incentives to support effective undergraduate instruction. Acquiring tenure does not transform inadequate departmental or administrative policies, nor does it revolutionize their implementation.

Qualitative differences have always existed in the professional training of faculty, as well as in the rigor of the theories and methodologies that characterize their academic disciplines. These differences affect the priorities new faculty give to the tasks of teaching, research, and service—as well as the competencies a veteran faculty member eventually develops in each domain.

Some faculty could have been socialized to de-emphasize their undergraduate teaching duties in their particular academic institutions while others were socialized to concentrate on them. Tenure, in and of itself, does not compromise a devotion to teaching.

Recent survey data also cast doubt on the second criticism often leveled against tenure—the lack of productivity among tenured faculty. Except for a plethora of hysterical anecdotes, these accusations are not substantiated by empirical evidence either.

NSOPF-93 data reveal that tenured faculty work more than 40 hours per week at their institutions. Secondly, these survey data also indicate that tenured faculty have not abrogated their teaching duties to others. Tenured faculty (along with tenure-track faculty) teach more courses than nontenured faculty.

Tenured faculty spend approximately the same amount of time teaching as tenure-track and nontenured faculty. The former spend about 44 percent of their time in teaching and related tasks; the latter average 45 percent and 47 percent respectively.

Tenure-track faculty also spend only slightly more time in research than tenured faculty. Tenure-track faculty give about 27 percent of their time to research as compared to a 25 percent commitment by tenured faculty. But nontenured faculty devote less than 14 percent of their time to research.

When these data are examined across all institutions, tenured faculty teach as many classes on average as nontenured faculty.

Let me reiterate this key finding: Tenured faculty have not abandoned their classroom duties to their nontenured colleagues.

As I have written previously, a recurring analytical motif in the study of faculty workload and productivity across various types of colleges and universities remains: Institutional type defines the para-
An unproductive, tenured faculty member faces social and professional impotence, akin to academic suicide.

In short, the organizational context in which faculty members work is the primary influence on the outcomes of their work.

In another indicator of productivity, NSOPF-93 data show tenured faculty published more than three refereed articles during the two years covered, in contrast to almost no publishing activity for untenured faculty. Tenure-track faculty managed almost three articles on average during this period.

When the total number of publications in a career are examined, tenured faculty averaged 27 refereed and eight nonrefereed articles against just eight refereed and three nonrefereed articles for non-tenured faculty. The remaining faculty had four or less refereed and three or less nonrefereed articles.

Competitive pressures within academic disciplines and social norms among immediate colleagues force nearly all tenured professors to be productive—or face serious declines in their reputations and rewards. An unproductive, tenured faculty member faces social and professional impotence, akin to academic suicide.

Unproductive faculty will undoubtedly incur the wrath of the department chairperson, students, and administrators. They face the ridicule or disdain of their colleagues. Few human beings can withstand such an onslaught for an extended length of time, notwithstanding tenure status.

Nothing can salve the pain of being obsolete and disregarded in the academy. In short, profuse social incentives militate against lackluster performance in well-run academic departments. Abuses are most likely to occur in places with low degrees of collegiality, but these abuses are not the inevitable result of possessing tenure.

Tenure does not cause faculty to violate normal protocols, pursue selfish interests, or violate the public trust. Each of these behaviors can occur independent of tenure status.

To reiterate, rather than indict tenure, critics need to devote themselves to promoting those activities that enhance the productivity of all faculty.

The third criticism of tenure is that it provides a platform for tenured faculty to indoctrinate naive students with radical, left-wing ideas.

First, it is the nature of academic life to encourage students to move beyond complacency in their thinking. Some may judge this a radical activity. So be it. But that is not the same as indoctrinating students with a particular ideology. For one thing, research across
The academic role, we need to note, requires skepticism, criticism, and dissent.

decades has established that faculty members are not and have never been uniform in their own ideological sensibilities. Besides, most instructors are far too busy with their professional responsibilities to espouse radical ideas or unpopular causes for their own sake. Most are not even inclined to do so.

Beyond that, students are not entirely at the mercy of their professors’ ideological endeavors. Students can and do resist attempts at ideological persuasion—as the remarkable student protests of the 1960s attest.

Students ultimately control their responses to an instructor’s views or rhetoric. In any event, students are seldom exposed to radical views in most of their courses. They also may, most of the time, select teachers who fit their predispositions, while in most cases avoiding those whose views make them uncomfortable.

Differences in class background, academic training, institutional location, and numerous other factors make unlikely any conspiracy engulfing the entire professoriate. Moreover, theoretical and methodological differences within and between academic disciplines insures a diversity of outlooks.

Some disciplines lend themselves to conservative dogmas while others do not. Based on an analysis of data from several Carnegie surveys, Hamilton and Hargens discovered that only a miniscule number of faculty could be defined as radical (or leftist). In addition, students favored subjects that avoided these faculty, opting instead for moderate and conservative faculty orientations.

Other studies have found that college graduates have a good many conservative social and political biases that are a function of their educational attainment. Those few professors who deviate from these cultural and political norms often appear radical in contrast to their more conservative students. Tenure neither creates or alters this propensity.

The academic role, we need to note, requires skepticism, criticism, and dissent. To some extent, the avant garde nature of academic life favors a kind of radicalism in certain domains of inquiry. Indeed, this is why academic freedom is necessary in the first place. No apology can be offered for the radical nature of some academic fields, even at the risk—in the eyes of some—of corrupting the young.

Historians have shown repeatedly, across generations, that professors who were depicted as radical for their times tend to become the icons—or perhaps, the fools—of later times.
Professors should be the ‘gadflies’ of any society, espousing ideas at variance with powerful interests.

In short, student exposure to radicalism is unlikely and non-threatening at best.

The fourth criticism—the lack of faculty accountability—emerges out of a consumerist agenda and is inflamed by a misunderstanding of academic work.  

Colleges and universities assume a certain degree of collegiality between faculty, administrators, and their sponsors. Within this context faculty members can and should, on occasion, disagree with the views and policies of their colleagues.

Too much supervision or too many legislative mandates would likely breed mere compliance rather than promoting creativity or productivity among faculty.

An unhealthy preoccupation with ideological or political jockeying will probably not yield much professional substance. Tenure implies academic freedom and professional autonomy from administrators, trustees, or legislators.

Some critics envy the professional autonomy faculty have to pursue their craft, especially when this autonomy gives them the ability (or audacity) to disagree with or expose dominant ideologies.

But professors should be the “gadflies” of any society, espousing ideas at variance with powerful interests. There is simply no alternative to this role.

Faculty must have the right to dissent, exercise their First Amendment rights, and enjoy the protection of academic freedom—all of which are protected by tenure. Abuses are possible, but the price of censoring intellectual ideas within and outside the academy has been far worse historically.

Dangerous movements engulf societies that disregard this vital faculty role—as the calamities of Nazi Germany, McCarthyism, and Soviet totalitarianism aptly illustrate. Moreover, innovation at the very highest levels of advanced knowledge requires considerable autonomy and risk.

Some critics reason that the faculty autonomy—a byproduct of tenure—causes professors to resist innovations like Total Quality Management (TQM).

Again, organizational development may be the real culprit, not tenure. Faculty may resist trendy measures for several reasons, including inadequate explanation, inappropriate fit, or hasty implementation. In short, faculty may not trust or have confidence in administrators who propose TQM as a panacea for communication or resource problems.

In sum, empirical findings refute the main criticisms directed against tenure. Tenured faculty are not taking life easy, coasting along
The overwhelming majority of professors work hard, far out of proportion to what they earn.

No evidence supports the charge that tenured faculty work appreciably less or are less productive than their colleagues who have yet to attain it. Tenured faculty, having acquired tenure as the baseline reward in a very competitive career, do not suddenly become indolent. Social pressures within the academic profession, employing institutions, and departmental pecking orders insure that almost all of them must be productive.

It is true that tenured faculty could conceivably abuse their privileges, given their freedom and autonomy from direct supervision, but the evidence indicates that they don't. Most are far too preoccupied with their work for intrinsic reasons.

Modern professors are inundated by the demands of teaching, research, and service—including class preparation, advising, assessment, grading, committee work, special presentations, and keeping up with developments in their respective academic disciplines.

Evidence across the past few decades indicates that the overwhelming majority of professors work hard, far out of proportion to what they earn. For them, tenure is the reward of an academic career.

Oakley has described the mythological character of the current jeremiad against higher education. He has exposed the lack of systematic evidence and faulty reasoning behind it. Much energy that could have helped tenured professors has been wasted as critics have deflected attention away from the real problems of instructional productivity and organizational development.

Still, tenured professors must address the concerns of a worried public. If we want to regain public trust, we must, first, change the image of the academic profession. We need to tell people what professors actually do for a living.

Faculty unions, professional associations, and academic institutions must demonstrate the value of the academic work we do. The academic profession is in an urgent “public relations” battle with other institutions that compete with it for fiscal support.

Second, faculty must police their ranks more effectively by exposing misfits and unqualified instructors. We must take the lead in implementing the organizational changes necessary to make academic departments more productive.
and responsive to the needs of students.\textsuperscript{38} The long-term impact of mediocrity and incompetence in the faculty ranks is harmful to the profession and to the entire academic enterprise.

Third, incentives—whether social or material—need to encourage instructional, research, and service productivity that lead to the highest degree of service to students, the institutions, and the community.\textsuperscript{39}

Finally, tenured faculty must be in the forefront of sponsoring research on improving performance within the academic profession.

Without an adequate theory of academic systems and their components, the determinants of productivity remain a mystery for all faculty, regardless of tenure status. We still know very little about the organizational and interpersonal dynamics of effective teaching in classes with great diversity and complexity in learning conditions.

What we do know is that the vast majority of faculty work extremely hard at their craft.\textsuperscript{40} Faculty are intrinsically motivated to pursue their craft. In essence, they love their work, despite the attendant woes. They cherish their roles in the academy, having been themselves intelligent, successful students.

Rather than attacking tenure, those who wish to improve higher education should concentrate on assessing and improving institutional productivity and providing more and better faculty development opportunities.

Tenure should not be immune from constructive criticism. But proposals that call for abolishing tenure without the support of rigorous evidence and without presenting viable alternatives that represent an improvement over tenure cannot be considered serious proposals for improving our colleges and universities.
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